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ABSTRACT 

Project GKMINI was initiated to study the sound pressure fields in a 

range-independent, benign shallow water environment. The project consisted 

of five separate experiments conducted at a shallow site (-20 m), a relatively 

deep water site (-60 m) and a 30 m site previously studied by Rubano (1980). 

The experiments were carried out at both 50 and 140 Hz with measurements 

collected on two hydrophones at each site. The resulting data set was 

analyzed and compared to various acoustic propagation models approved or 

under consideration for inclusion in the Navy's Ocean Atmospheric Master 

Library (OAML). The following models were considered in the analysis: PE, 

utilizing the OAML approved LFBL database, FEPE and SNAP. FEPE and 

SNAP used a Hamilton "point" geoacoustic model as bottom model inputs. 

The models show varying ability to accurately model the average 

transmission loss (TL) and TL data intensity fluctuations at both frequencies. 

PE was not. generally effective in modeling the TL data while FEPE was only 

slightly more accurate. SNAP proved to be the most successful at predicting 

the average TL and TL data fluctuations. SNAP was especially accurate in 

modeling TL at the Rubano site where an accurate Hamilton geoacoustic 

model was derived. SNAP's accuracy in modeling TL was significantly 

degraded at the deep and shallow water sites, where no site-specific 

Hamilton geoacoustic data existed, and the Rubano geoacollstic parameters 

were used. Since the three sites were separated by only a few kilometers, the 

assumption of using a single site-specific geoacoustic model over a large area 

of shallow water does not seem feasible from the results of this data set. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

With the downfall of the Soviet Union and the end of the cold war, a 

shift from deep water anti-submarine warfare (ABV{) to shallow water 

undersea warfare (USV{) has been undertaken by the Navy. The threat of a 

submarine attack in shallow water upon a friendly merchant vessel or 

warship has replaced the threat of Soviet submarine attacks on US ballistic 

missile submarines in the deep ocean. Concurrent with this shift in threats, 

the U.s. Navy needs to better understand the physical oceanographic and 

acoustic processes occurring in shallow, coastal waters and in particular, to 

develop an accurate acoustic model for sound propagation in shallow coastal 

waters. 

Modern technology has allowed the development of quieter, more 

capable diesel-electric submarines (such as Germany's type 209 and the 

export Kilos from the former Soviet Union) which smaller countries are able 

to afford and operate. The U.S. Navy is very concerned about the submarine 

threat of such countries as North Korea with its numerous Romeo and 

Whiskey class submarines, Algeria with it's two Kilo class and two Romeo 

class submarines, Libya with it's six Foxtrot class submarines, and Syria 

with it's three Romeo class submarines (Morton, 1993). With the recent 

transfer of two export Kilo class submarines to Iran, the Navy is becoming 

increasingly interested in shallow water ABW (Morton, 1993). The technical 

difficulties in dealing with the rest-of-the-world (ROV{) diesel submarines are 



numerous. They have a low target ."trength and are much quieter (when not 

snorkeling) than nuclear submarinE'S. With the advent ofhig-her capacity 

batteries, the small diesd submarine'S are able to exte'nd the submerged 

interval between snorkel operations, thus reduring the time and opportunity 

to detect a noisy snorkeling sub. 

Some research efforts are now focusing attention on the development 

and evaluation of shallow water propagation models which incorporate a 

Hamilton (1980) sub-bottom geoacoustic "point" model to determine the 

bottom loss component of th(' overall propagation loss. A Hamilton 

geoacoustic model presents a realistic treatment of the ocean bottom in t.he 

vertical dimension at a single location or point. Both reflection from the 

sediment-water interface and refraction through the sub-bottom arE' 

included. The Navy currently uses the Ocean and Atmospheric \tlaster 

Library (OAlvIL) approved geoacoustic model. Low Frequency Bottom Loss 

(LFBL). formerly known as BLUG (Bottom Loss Upgrade), to model low 

frequency bottom interaction. This geoacoustic model was devE'lopE'd from 

mostly deep water data for frequencies between 50 Hz and 1000 Hz and 

treats the bottom as a single sediment with an acoustic basement (Etter, 

1991) (see section n A 3 for a more detaiJed discussion). The bott.om layering 

structure in shallow water is much more complex than tlus and LFBL may 

not bE' an adequate shallow water approximation at low frequencies to modpl 

sound propagation in the sub-bottom (Holland, 1992). 

In shallow water, modeling propagation loss accurately means modeling 

both the TL versus range curve and the TL fluctuations_ Signal coherence in 

shallmv water is influenced by interference among propagating normal 



modes which are the cause of the large range-independent TL fluctuations 

frequently observed in measured TL data. In shallow water these large 

fluctuations generally occur at short (1 km to 20 km) intervals. Predicting 

detection ranges from deepwater figure of merit (FOM) concepts is not 

meaningful when the FOM intersects the TL versus range curve several (3 to 

10) times over wide (20 km) range intervals. New detection range concepts 

must be developed for shallow water to account for the large (10 dB to 15 dB) 

TL fluctuations along the acoustic path. The objective of this thesis is to 

assess the accuracy of several propagation models using average TL and TL 

fluctuations compared with measured data for several shallow water 

environments. Shallow water detection range prediction concepts are not 

discussed further, but provide the need to model TL range fluctuations 

accurately. 

Recently Lynch et al. (1991) used an inversion technique to accurately 

estimate the TL fluctuations with range using data in the shallow waters off 

Corpus Christi, Texas. Although this inversion technique resulted in 

excellent agreement between fluctuations in modeled and observed data, the 

absolute or average TL level was not estimated well and the model estimates 

were "adjusted" in level and "shifted" in range to obtain a "best fit." Only a 

limited amount of the total Corpus Christi data were analyzed (Lynch et al., 

1991) and the use ofthe Hamilton geoacoustic model at nearby measurement 

sites was not addressed. Additionally, two major disadvantages arise in using 

this inversion approach. First, the inversion algorithm requires an extensive 

observation program to obtain high resolution propagation measurements. 

Such a requirement is not likely to be possible to conduct in a hostile shallow 



water area in wartime. Second, the geoacoustic parameters derived from the 

inversion technique (e.g., the vertical compressional sound speed profile of 

the sedimentary layers) were in disagreement with well established 

geoacoustic sub-bottom features derived from seismic surveys and other 

independent geoacoustic information (Matthews et al., 1985). 

These disadvantages of inversion theory suggest that it is important to 

start with a geologically sound Hamilton geoacoustic model imbedded in an 

accurate shallow water propagation model, and integrate inversion theory 

techniques to estimate the horizontal variability ofgeoacoustic properties 

between Hamilton "point" model observations. In this thesis, the first part of 

this technical approach is addressed: can propagation be accurately 

estimated in a shallow water range-independent environment using only a 

Hamilton "point" model? 

B. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this study is to compare model estimates of TL with low 

frequency (50 Hz and 140 Hz) propagation data collected during the 1985 

exercise, Project GEMINI, in the shallow waters near Corpus Christi, Texas. 

The OAl\.o1L approved, Navy standard shallow water propagation model, 

Colossus II, is considered inadequate to estimate TL fluctuations accurately 

due to its empirical nature and hence was not considered in this study. The 

acoustic propagation models selected for use in this study are the 

SACLANTCEN normal mode acoustic propagation model (SNAP), finite 

element parabolic equation (FEPE) model, and the Navy OAML standard 

parabolic equation (PE) model. The comparison ofthe model TL estimates 

with the observed TL data will result in both a comparison of the PE and 



normaJ mode model;; as well as the :\"avy standard geoa~oustJ~ model LFBL 

to a Hamilton "point" g-eoacoustlc modeL Th(, TL and bottom loss models 

utili7ed do not reljllire all extE'nsiv(' acou"tic surve~" of the area 3S i,~ required 

h~" the mV€'rsion technique of Lynch E't al. (1991). 

Project GE\lL\"J W3S a part of the N3\·al Electronics Srstems Command 

(ELEX-612) Bottom Intcraction Program (BIP) initiatpd to invpstig3te- lhe

nature of the interaction of acou.stic f'nergy with the sea floor C\Iatihews et 

a1.. 19i1G,l. GE1HNI was intcnded to he a hasdlllP "haJlow water cxperinlf'nt 

~ontaining as fl'w gE'oaf:ollstir complexiliE's (l.E'o. nmg-e-lIld('pendent suh

hottom la\"cring) a;; posslble-. ProJcct GE.\-11 >.n was locaterl in shRllow water 

off the sharps of COlliuS Christl. Tcxas. This area is charactprized hy a 

mildly sloping, relatively smooth bottom and hOfl20ntru sub-bott.om laYf'nng 

a "hf'nign" acou;;tic cll\"ironment: with approximate-ly rang(,-ll1d('pendent 

geo<lcoustlc conditions. If the propagation model." are to he srientifiraJl~" 

as<;e.~sed cilld improved. thc\" must be first e\'alnatl'd in geoacollsilcali)' 

simple "hallow water areas hefore appl)ing them to more comJllex shallow 

water areas. If 3 propagatlOn model does not perform well m the GE.\lINI 

arca, It i.~ not.lik('l~" to perform well in a geoacousticall~" more complex 

shallmv water are-a 

Project GEMI:"JI data were obtained from rpscar~hers 3t the Woods J [ole 

OCt-'anograpluc InstJtute amI the Nayal Res(,<II'ch Lahoratory-Stennis Spacp 

Cpnter C\RL-Stennisl who pf'rformed the initial analysi.~ of t.he data (Ly"nch 



et al., 1991). Project GE:'llNI consisted afC! serif's offiw ('xperimf'l1t" A 

com pI de listing of date, location, bottom depth. and receiver depths of eaeh 

experiment conducted is prf'.~ented in Table 1 

Table I: A DESCRlPTIOI\ OF THE PRO.fECT GK\lI:,\1 TEST 
AREA CO:\'DUCTED Fl{O~18 TO 12 SEPTEMHER 198!'i. 

Uepth 

m' 
, ' "" 

Ucptb~ (m) 

---'--~~ -+-,~'-""='''''4--'''''''~-+-~'''--I 

These experiments \yere conducted between 1'1 and 12 September 191'13 

".;ith the Rubano site refernng to the area prevIOusly sturued by 1{llbano in 

1980 (Rubano, 1980). Figure 1 shol-\s tlw geographlrallocation along 'with 

bottom depth informatIOn for the entire area ofmtel'ecot. ~oti('e that the deep 

and shallow watE'r sltes arlo' each less than 16 nm from the Rubano ::iite, It 

was hoppd that the Hamilton geoC!(;oustic modf'l previously de\'eloped aT the 

Rubano "ill' could be used at the oth('1' two sites due both to thc'ir close 

prOxl!Jlily and the bemgD geoacollst.ic properties of the are'a. 

The expE'riment consisted of towing a nal'1'ow-band noise soureE' (XH1, 

,J 15-3} at frequencif'.'-- of 50 and 140 Hz Clway from a jJair of hydrophones 

moored at the locations glypn in Table 1 As spen in Tablp 1 and Figure L 



Figure 1: Geographical location of Project GEMINI 
experimental sites located off the shores of Corpus 
Christi, Texas (from Lynch et al., 1991). 



the experiment was conducted at three different test sites: a relat.ively deep 

site. a shallow site. and the Rubano site_ Figure 2 is a schematic of the 

experiment.al set. up. The t.wo receivers were placed midwa.v in the water 

column and approximat.ely 1.5 m above the bott.om, respectivel~·. Sound 

speed profiles were det.ermined from CTD casts taken daily during the period 

8-12 September. A Keil Brown. int.ernall~· recording CTD was used to conduct 

t.he CTD casts and in most cases readings were taken on both t.he down and 

t.he up cast. Two weeks prior t.o the experiment, Hurricane Elena swept 

through t.he Gulf of Mexico and a.s a result the water columns for t.he three 

sit.es were fairly well mixed (Lynch et al., 1991). 

l'~=f!) ,~'.'.'_".'m (I' 

,
[ \ --..... ~~'::.~~.~:: .. -.. --

Z,=23", 

[,= ldO H. P = 1 0 ~Icrr,,' 

[."SOH, 

, '-r/ \"----:TT7-\-\~I71\ 

Z.=!5m 

Z,~29m 

Hornont.n.>:;tntifiooiBottom 

Figure 2: The experimental geometry for Project GEMISI. 
The depths indicated are for the September 9 experiment 
conducted at the Rubano site (from Lynch et aI., 1991). 



II. ACOt:STlC ;\lODEL SV~nL\R\ 

Propagation morlels u:,E'd to estimate TL in "hal1ow water ,,'l11 bt' 

dls~ussed briefly in thi." ,.;e~tioll. 1\0 3ttE'mpt will bt' made to de."cflbe each 

modd ,mil its applications in detm:. TllP p3rabolir equation (PE) 3nd tIll' 

finite element PE (FEPE) modpls are (iiscus."ed in SE'rtiOll IT A A 

developmt'nt of normal mode theory and the iso:,pet'(Vh3rn bottom pr'oblem I." 

prest'ntt'd in Section IJ 2a. 'fhi." is follo\\-ed L.\' a brit'f COmp31'1:,on of LFBL 

and tht' Hamilton geoacollstir modeL The sound speed profiles ann the 

bathymetry OftlH' f1E:\-lINI test ."ite areas are ."hown in the last part of 

Section II 

A. TRANS:\HSSrON LOSS (TL) MODELS 

I. Paraholic Equation (PE) 

The deriv3tion of the para boLe eqllation begllls with the reduced 

\\a\'e equ3tion OJ' Ilelmholtz equation 

(I) 

(2) 

(1) 



sound spped. The second order differential operator in Eq (l) is factored into 

j wo first order cOIllIJlex 0pf'ralorc, using thp folloWlllg- identity 

(a' -b~)=(a+jb)(a-jv) (4) 

b~' setting 

(;'}) 

and 

(6) 

The llclmholtl. equation IS then rewritten into the follo\\ing forIll 

hnl][:, - (7) 

.\lex!. consider only forward prOIHI[pting energy where the wave equation 

(Eq. 1) has open rl?duced to a first order IJarrj~,d difff'rential equation in thp 

rang-I? (r) variaole, but a "non-sensical" (i. e., mathematiudl~' undefined) 

square root oper:1t.or of a second order deri\,;1!.i\'(~ in the devlh \'al'iable (z) is 

introduced 

10 



(8) 

The undefined square root operator can be expanded in a Taylor Series by 

rewriting Eq. (8) in the follov.ing form: 

(9) 

The square root operator in Eq. (9) can be approximated by 

.J1+X "" 1 + ~ x « 1 (10) 

where x is defined as: 

x ",,-&-t; + (n" -1). (11) 

The differential operator 

(12) 

11 



is now well defined (where ~1 + b is not) and the parabolic equation can 

now be written as: 

- = } ko + -------,,- + ~(n - 1) if . 'if,.[ 1" k , 1 
ar 2k, iJz- 2 

(13) 

The price to be paid for the PE approximation is that large source angles are 

not well modeled. More terms can be retained in the expansion for ..[l+X, 

but the time to compute the solution increases significantly with the number 

of terms calculated in the Taylor series. Thus, the Navy standard PE is valid 

in deep water only where high source angle energy is not important at long 

ranges. The parabolic equation can be solved efficiently for range-dependent 

environments (Etter, 1991). The split-step algorithm developed by Tappert 

(1977) has the advantage of being able to determine the acoustic pressure at 

each range step. This makes the PE easy to interface with range-dependent 

environments (sound speed, bathymetry, and geoacoustic variations) (Etter, 

1991). 

Q. Finite ElementParabolic Equation (FEPE) 

The finite element parabolic equation (FEPE) model is a 

numerical solution to the PE equation for sound propagation in an ocean 

overlying a sediment that supports only compressional energy propagation in 

the sub-bottom. FEPE is based on very efficient algorithms and solves the 

second order parabolic partial differential equation based on a Pade' series 

approximation (Collins, 1991) of the square root operator (see Eq. B through 

12) in the parabolic equation. While the split-step PE model is confined by 

12 



computational limitations to propagation angles less than ± 40° from the 

horizontal, FEPE can calculate angles up to ± 89" when seven Pade' terms 

are used. FEPE can handle large variations in sound speed, density, and 

bathymetry, unlike the split-step PK These features make FEPE an 

attractive candidate for shallow water modeling where high angle 

propagation paths are an important part of the total transmission path. Thus 

it is utilized in th1s study to model sound propagation for the GEWl\"J site 

with a Hamilton "point" geoacoustic mod!:'l for the three sites developed as 

FEPE inputs. 

2. l'Oormal Mode Model 

u_ The Normal Mode Solution 

The normal mode solution is a complete solution to the wave 

equation and avoids the limitations inherent to the parabolic approximation. 

For the simple case of an isospeed sound speed profile and a hard botwm the 

nonnal mode solution consists of a series of characteristic functions which 

vary 'with depth (z), known as normal modes, each of which is a solution to 

the wave equation. The normal mode functions are multiplied by the range 

solution 1.0 the wave equation and summed to satisfy the boundary and 

source conditions under consideration (Urick, 1991). The present discussion 

provides a simple derivation of the nonnal mode solution for the environment 

above using the technique of separation of variables and are deveJoped in 

this chapter for the range-independent environment only. The purpose of 

deriving the solution for a simple environment is to illustrate general 

characteristics of the normal mode solution explicitly that are present 

13 



implicitly in more complex environments requiring numerical methods to 

solve the partial differential equations with boundary conditions. 

The following discussion is based upon material derived from Porter (1991). 

Starting with an idealized, symmetric, range-independent 

acoustic waveguide, given a sound source within this layer the solution is 

governed by the acoustic wave equation: 

(14) 

where P(r,z ,f) represents the acoustic pressure as a function of depth (z), 

time (t), and range (1'). Also, s(t) is an isotropic point source located at depth 

z =z, and range r =0, c(z) is the sound speed, and p(z)is the density. 

Assuming that the ocean surface is a pressure release surface and that the 

bottom (at a depth D) is a perfectly reflecting rigid boundary, the following 

boundary conditions apply: 

P(r,O,f) = 0, 

Tz(r,D,t) =0, 
(15) 

The hard or rigid boundary is an approximation to the ocean bottom used 

only w derive analytic solutions to the wave equation that illustrate 

characteristics of the normal mode solution. A better approximation is that of 

a layered geoacoustic, elastic boundary used in all later TL calculations for 

GEMINI data. In addition, it is required that 

14 



P(r,z,t) -. zero for outgoing waves as r --0> 00, (16) 

A sinusoidal time dependence is assumed which leads to a pressure field with 

the time-dependence: 

Substituting this equation into the wave equation (Eq, 14) results in the 

Helmholtz equation, or the reduced wave equation: 

L~(r~J + p(z)~[~~l+ ~p = - o(z- zJo{r) 
T iJr aT az p(z) az c~(z) 27fT 

(17) 

(18) 

Using the technique of separation of variables a solution of the unforced, or 

free field, equation (without the source) is obtained in the form: 

(19) 

Substituting Eq, (19) into Eq, (18) for source free space leads to the follov,ing 

equation: 

The first term ..... ithin the first square bracket is a function of r only and the 

term in the second square bracket is a function of z only, To satisfy Eq, (20) 

15 



both components are set equal to a constant. Representing this separation 

constant as k2 , the modal (z dependent) equation is obtained: 

p(Z)<!(--'-- dZ(Z)] + [L _ k")Z(Z) ~ 0 
dz p(z) dz c2 (z} 

Z(O) =0 

(21) 

This is an example of a classical Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem and the 

properties ofthis equation are well known. Assuming that p(z) and c(z) are 

real functions, there exists an infinite number of solutions (normal modes) to 

the modal equation (Eq. 21) which are represented by a nonnal mode 

function, Zm(z), and a horizontal propagation constant, h",. The propagation 

constants (hm ) are all distinct eigenvalues and the function ZJz} is the 

corresponding eigenfunction. The mth mode consists of a function that has m 

zeroes in the depth interval between 0 and D . All the corresponding 

eigenvalues are real and are ordered such that k: > k: > ". It can also be 

shown that all the eigenvalues are less than W/Cn"H where c""n is the 

minimum sound speed in the water column. The nonnal modes or 

eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville problem are orthogonal if scaled by the 

density in the water column: 

form~n (22) 

16 



To simplify the derivation further, assume that the modes are orthonormal or 

normalized so that 

(23) 

With this scaling, the modes form a complete ortholwrmal set and hence the 

name "normal modes" follows. A complete set means that any arbitrary 

function can be expanded in a series of all the normal modes. The pressure 

field can then be written as 

(24) 

where the range functions R,Jr)are, as yet, not determined. Substituting 

this expression for pressure into Eq. (18) yields: 

t 1p(zl -"-[--,-- QR''')Z",lzl 
",=1 r ar p{z) ar 

+ R",(,l[p(zl<£[-'-- dZ(zl) + -'t-z.,(zl]l ~ - ,(,J'(z - zJ (25) 
dz p(z) dz c-(z) 2:11"r 

which simphfies to the following equation: 

.,~ [!-"-[, QRm(,J)z (zl + k'R (,l z (Zl] ~ - '(,l'(z - zJ (26) 
fo, r ar ar m m m m 2:11"r 

17 



The next step is to multiply the operator 

(27) 

to both sides of Eq. (26). Applying the orthogonality property (Eq. 23), the 

following equation is obtained: 

(28) 

The solution to Eq. (28) is a Hankel function of the first kind: 

(29) 

The full normal mode solution for the pressure field is given by; 

(30) 

and using the asymptotic approximation to the Hankel function, 

(31) 

the approximate solution for the pressure field is given by: 

18 



(32) 

This equation represents the complex pressure field and the magnitude of 

p{r,z) transmission loss (TL) and is given by the following equation: 

I p("z) I TL(r,z) =-20Iog p()(r = 1)' (33) 

where 

(34) 

is the pressure for the source in free space. Finally transmission loss can be 

expressed as: 

1 rz;.. elk,., 

TL("z) =-201ogl'-( ) ,/- E Z,,(z,) Z",(z) '"I, (35) 
p z, ~ r m~ 1 "km 

b. The 180speed Problem 

A specific normal mode solution for the boundary conditions 

given in the previous section is obtained by assuming that the sound speed c 

and the density p in the water column are constant. The general solution to 

this problem is 

Z",(z) =Asin"l'z + Bcos'Yz, (36) 

19 



where 

(37) 

The boundary conditions given in (Eq. 21) lead to: 

A-ycos-yD = 0, (38) 

where D is the bottom depth. Since A = 0 represents the trivial solution, the 

solution must be: 

-yD = (m + +h, m = 1,2, ... (39) 

k must assume the particular values given by 

I" [ ]" lim ={?- - (m + t)i ' m =1,2, ... (40) 

with the corresponding eigenfunctions, or normal modes, given by 

z",(z) = aSin-YrnZ. (41) 

Equation 40 gives the modal wavenumber k~ as a function of frequency wand 

is known as the dispersion relation. Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (31) one 

obtains a representation for the complex pressure field: 

20 



(42) 

The magnitude of pressure is given by 

(43) 

This leads to the following equation for TL: 

I p("z) I 
TL("z) ~-20Iog p'"(, ~ I) , (44) 

Although the "hard bottom" boundary condition is not a good assumption for 

the GEMINI area, this solution is used to represent an "optimistic upper 

bound" for transmission loss in the GEMINI test area. The individual model 

data comparisons are shown in Section III 

3. Low Frequency Bottom Loss (LFBL) VB. Hamilton 
Geoacoustic Model 

For low frequency « 300 Hz) propagation in shallow water the 

energy propagation through the sub-bottom layers becomes significant. 

LFBL, formerly called Bottom Loss Upgrade (BLVG), is the Navy's OAML

approved database used to describe the acoustic reflection and sub-bottom 

refraction characteristics of the ocean bottom for frequencies of 50 to 1000 

Hz. Ten geoacoustic inputs are used in LFBL to describe the sub-bottom 

propagation environment as shown in Figure 3. LFBL contains a thin 
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surficial or "stainless steel" layer, a fluid sediment layer of variable 

thickness, and a reflective sub-bottom half space (Holland and Muncil, 1992). 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a typical LFBL bottom/sub-bottom. 

Figure 3: A typical LFBL bottom with a "stainless steel" 
thin layer (from Holland and Muncil, 1992). 

LFBL is based upon a simplified model of the bottom sediment 

and, as stated previously, the ocean bottom layering is much more 

geoacoustically complex than assumed by this model A full or exact 

geoacoustic model is needed to adequately model the ocean sediment in 

shallow water environments where there is significant energy propagating 

through the bottom. Hamilton (p. 1313, 1980) defines a geoacoustic model as: 

a model of the real sea floor with emphasis on measured, extrapolated, 

and predicted values of those properties important in underwater 

acoustics and those aspects of geophysics involving sound transmission. 

In general, a geoacoustic model details the true thicknesses and 
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properties of sediment and rock layers in the sea floor. A complete model 

includes water~mass data, a detailed bathymetric chart, and profiles of 

the sea floor (to obtain relief and slopes), 

Table 2 lists the ten LFBL parameters required as model inputs. 

TABLE 2: DESCRIPTION OF LFBL PARAMETERS 

s.,dJm~nt >ound .pccd grod,~n1 at 

lh~w"t~rl".djmpn' lnh·rr,,, ... 

A realistic treatment of the sediment bottom should include all of 

the sediment layers present in the area of interest. Figure 4 shows a more 

accurate depiction of the sediment bottom. This more accurate representation 

of the ocean bottom is called a Hamilton geoacoustic "point" model where the 

geoacoustic properties are range-independent. A description of the 

development of the geoacoustic model used for the GE.MINI area is discussed 

in Section III. 
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Den.ity~ 

Figure 4: A more realistic depiction ofthe ocean bottom, 
geoacollstic environment. 
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B. THE GEOACOUSTIC MODEL FOR THE GEMINI AREA 

1. Background 

A full Hamilton geoacoustic model is developed in this section in 

order to compare SNAP and FEPE model estimates of TL to measured data 

in the GEMINI area. The Navy standard PE model with LFBL will also be 

used to estimate TL for comparison purposes. The Hamilton and LFBL 

geoacoustic models are incorporated into the propagation models as specified 

above and TL model estimates are compared to measured TL data to show 

the relative accuracy of the two geoacoustic models. 

A preliminary assessment of the Rubano test site area was 

conducted by Matthews et al. (1985). In this assessment a Hamilton 

geoacoustic model of the Rubano site was developed using historical 

environmental data as well as the most recent seismic surveys of the test 

area (Berryhill and Tippet, 1981). Based on this pre-assessment and study of 

the regional seismic stratigraphy of the Rubano test site area, Matthews et 

al. showed that the local lithology consists of a Holocene silty clay sediment 

over a very fine sand, late to early Wisconsin sediment layer. Table 3 

presents a simplified geological time scale to be used as a reference. 

Since one of the basic prerequisites for the GEMINI experiment 

was for a smooth, nearly flat environment, the assumption is made that the 

geoacoustic model developed by Matthews et al. (1985) (and discussed here) 

can be extended to the other two test site areas, ie., the deep and shallow 

sites, 'o\-ith reasonable confidence. Figure 5 shows clearly the range

independent, nearly horizontal sediment layers characteristic of the Corpus 

Christi coast line. This requirement for a benign area was critical in the 
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selection of this experimental area. The development of the geoacoustic model 

for the Rubano site follows. 

Table 3: GEOLOGIC TIME SCALE FROM THE QUATERNARY 
PERIOD (FROM MATTHEWS ET AL., 1985). 

PERIOD EPOCH GLACIAL STAGE SEALEVEL 

Holocene Trans~ion 

Late Wisconsin Hegr<Nfilllon 

Mid Wiseonsin Tran~gr~on 

Early Wi~r<.m~in Reg~n 

Sangamon TranflgT$UIion 

Quaternary L'lte Illinoian Regraniun 

Plei~(o('ene Mldllhnoian Tran8gre1Q1ion 

EHrly Illinoian Rf'gr\lJilflJon 

Yarmouth Tram\gTt\lIil:Iion 

KanSHn Rf'gr~n 

Aftonian Transgression 

Nebraskan Rcgres~ion 

Tertiary Pliocene 
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Figure 5: High resolution seismic reflection record across the 
continental shelf of Corpus Christi (from Matthews et aI., 1985). 

2. Development of The Geoacoustic Model 

The Holocene Sediment La:w,. 

The Holocene sedimentary sequcncc was !>hown by Matthews 

et a1. (1985) to have a t.wo way travel time of 23 ms. According to Hamilt.on 

(1980) in shallow water t.his should relate t.o a silty clay sediment having a 

density of 1.421 ± 0.015 glemO and a relative sound speed 0.994 ± 0.002. 

The relative sound speed is the -ratio of the surface sediment sound speed t.o 

the sound speed at the bottom oftlle overlying water column 

The Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) and other 

researchers (Rubano. 1980; Ross et aI., 1978) conducted an experiment 

during which 16 gravity core samples were collected in the Rubano test. site 

area . Their analysis indicated a mean density of 1.557 g/cm3 and a mean 

relative sound speed of 0.987. Based on the NAVOCEA.."l\JO data. Matthew!> 

et al. (1985) chose to use this site specific data to develop their geoacoustic 

model. 
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The compressional sound speed as a function of depth in the 

sediment layer for silty clay was calculated from Hamilton (1980) using the 

following linear regression equation: 

Vp = 88(.987) + 1.3 8- 1(D) (45) 

where Vp is the compressional sound speed in mIs, 8s is the sound speed at 

the bottom of the water column (the water-sediment interface) in mls and D 

is the depth of the sediment layer below the sea floor in meters. The 

thickness of the Holocene layer does not exceed more than a few tens of 

meters. As a result, the higher order terms (not shown) of the linear 

regression equation (Eq. 45) used to calculate compressional sound speed 

make very small contributions to the sound speed in this sediment layer and 

are therefore neglected (lI.1atthews et al., 1985). The sound speed regression 

equation (Eq. 45) is therefore a linear function of depth below the sea floor. 

The sound speed at the bottom ofthe water column greatly 

effects the sound speed in the first few meters of the bottom sediment. If a 

periodic thermal fluctuation is applied to the water-sediment interface, a 

thermal wave will propagate into the sediment. The amplitude of this wave 

will decay exponentially below the water-sediment interface and the 

temperature fluctuations will oscillate around a relatively stable geothermal 

gradient. This geothermal gradient is a function of sediment thermal 

conductivity and heat flow (Matthews et al., 1985). Lee and Cox, (1966) have 

shown that these thermal oscillations can be expected to essentially cease by 

a depth of approximately 3 m where the level of thennal stability is reached. 
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In this study, Matthews et al.(1985) assume a depth for thermal stability of 

2.5 m. This is reflected by incorporating a negative sound speed gradient in 

the sediment until a depth of2.5 m. The sound speed profile follows that of 

Eq. (45) after the initial 2.5 m to a depth of 47.8 m. 

The sediment density as a function of depth below the sea 

floor for a silty clay bottom was calculated from Hamilton (1978). The 

sediment density is considered a linear function of depth below the sea floor. 

The following equation was used to calculate the sediment density: 

1.135(Ss) 
p=~-0.155, (46) 

The regression constant (0.155) was adjusted to match the mean surface 

density of the 16 NAVOCEANO sediment coring samples. 

The sound attenuation coefficients were calculated from 

Hamilton (1976) and proved to be the most unreliable of all the acoustic 

estimates. Assuming that the sound attenuation (dB/m) is linearly 

proportional to the acoustic frequency (kHz), the proportionality constant 1~(2) 

is estimated using the sediment porosity and the mean grain size (Matthews 

et al., 1985). According to Hamilton (1980), the sediment porosity and the 

mean grain size for silty clay are 75.9% and 8.52 .p(.11. respectively. Similar 

experiments in deep-water with the same sediment type indicate much lower 

values for sediment porosity and mean grain size (Mitchell and Focke, 1980) 

(2) Proportionality coost-ant k: Cl = kf" . 
(3) Wentworth ~cale: .p = log" mm = (- log,o mm Ilog,o 2). where mm ::; grain size ill 
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Matthews et a1 chose to use values for sediment porosity and mean grain 

size between those determined by Hamilton and those values indicated by 

Mitchell and Focke. Specifically, these values correspond to the lower error 

bar values of sediment porosity and mean grain size determined by Hamilton 

(1980). The proportionality constant used for the lower error bar value (8.0 41) 

is 0.03 dB/mlkHz. This value is used for the Holocene sediment layer. 

Both Hamilton (1980) and Mitchell and Focke (1980) have 

shown that attenuation (for silty clay) increases with depth below the sea 

floor for several hundred meters. The attenuation profile was determined 

using Hamilton techniques (1980) and is shown in Table 4. The linear 

regression equation is as follows: 

Ct == 0.030 + 0.0016(D) (47) 

where 0: is sound attenuation given in dB/mlkHz and D is defined as before. 

Table 4 indicates large steep gradients in compressional wave 

speed (Vp), density (p), attenuation (Ct), and shear speed ( V.) at the 

Holocene-Pleistocene interface (47.80 m). This sharp interface along with the 

water-air interface combine to form a well defined waveguide. 

The shear wave speed was calculated from Hamilton (1980) 

using the following regression equation: 

V == 3.884 (Vp) _ 5.757 
• 1000 

(48) 
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" a'"' uttt'nualion {'()()ffi(·ient given in dB/mlkHz 
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where V. is the shear wave speed in mfs, and Vp is the compressional wave 

speed in mfs, This equation was used for both the Holocene and the late 

Wisconsin sedimentary sequences. 

b. The Wisconsin Sediment Layer 

Matthews et a1 (1985) have shown that the late Wisconsin 

sediment layer is composed of very fine sand. According to Hamilton (1980) 

this sediment type in shallow water should have a density of 1. 77 g/cm" and 

a relative sound speed of 1.080. Hamilton (1976) has shown that the 

compressional sound speed increases at a rate depending on the nature of the 

sediment (1976). Matthews et a1. (1980) estimated the compressional wave 

speed at the top of the late Wisconsin sediment layer to be 1737.1 mfs. This 

• a = attenuation C'Oflffl\~ienl given in dBlmlkHz 
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value was estimated by comparing the lithostatic load corresponding to the 

Holocene-Pleistocene boundary (17.5 m depth) to a similar lithostatic load at 

the appropriate depth for the late Wisconsin sediment layer. Table 4 gives 

values for compressional sound speed calculated from Hamilton (1976) by 

Matthews et a1. using an initial value of 1737.1 mls as discussed above. The 

density and sound attenuation were calculated as a function of depth below 

the sea floor according to Hamilton (1980) using an initial intercept value of 

0.177 for density. Equation (48) was used to calculate shear speed (V,) for the 

late Wisconsin sedimentary sequence as indicated in the previous section. 

c. SOUND SPEED PROFILES AND BATHYMETRY OF THE 
PROJECT GEMINI TEST SITE AREA 

CTD casts were conducted daily during the GEMINI experiment and in 

some instances twice a day. The acoustic models analyzed in this study 

utilized the sound speed profiles derived from these casts. Figures 6-8 show 

the sound speed profiles for the Rubano, deep, and shallow water sites, 

respectively. Figure 9 presents the bathymetric profiles along the 

propagation radials at each of the three sites. 

A preliminary environmental assessment of the GEWNI area was 

conducted by Matthews et al. (1985) and preliminary acoustic studies were 

based on this assessment. This study utilizes the results reported by them 

but are modified using the in-situ environmental data. 

Two weeks prior to the commencement of the experiment, hurricane 

Elena passed through the Gulf of Mexico which caused the water column to 

become fairly well-mixed. This is evident in Figure 6 which suggests an 
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Sound Speed Profiles for the Rubano Site 
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Figure 6: Sound speed profiles for the Rubano site 
conducted 8 and 9 September 1985. The solid line 
represents the downcast and the dotted line 
represents the upcast. The casts were taken 32 hr 
apart. 

essentially isothermal water column to 30 m depth for the 8 September 

profile. Thirty-two hours later the upper 10 m shows signs of warming (9 

September profile). The deep site (Figure 7) shows the presence ofisospeed 

water to approximately 42 m overlying a low speed Qow temperature) bottom 

layer approximately 10 m thick resulting in a thermocline gradient of 

-0.789 S-l for the 10 September profile. Two days later the 12 September 

profile shows a slightly weaker thermocline at 41 m depth. The shallow site 

(Figure 8) was visited once and only one CTD cast was obtained. The sound 
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Sound Speed Profiles for the Deep Sile 
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Figure 7: Sound speed profiles for the deep site 
experiment conducted 10 and 12 September 1985. The 
solid line represents the downcast and the dotted 
line represents the upcast. No upcast data were obtained 
on 12 September. The casts were taken 47 hr apart. 

speed profile for the 11 September experiment indicated isothennal 

conditions over the entire water column (21 m). Bathymetric information was 

also determined with a high degree of accuracy along each propagation path 

(Figure 9). It is clear from Figure 5 (Section II B) and Figure 9 that the 

requirement for a flat, horizontally layered bottom was met. Figure 9 

indicates that the bottom is mildly sloping at all three test site areas. The 

Rubano site had an average bottom slope of 0.0351 0 for the 8 September 

experiment and the average bottom slope for the 9 September experiment 

was O.0439~. 
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Sound Speed Profile for the Shallow Site 
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Figure 8: Sound speed profile for the shallow site 
experiment conducted 11 September ]985 at 1045 CST_ 
The solid line represents the downcast and the 
dotted line represents the upcast. 

The deep water site showed an average bottom slope of 0_060 1 0 for the 10 

September experiment and the average bottom slope for 12 September was 

0.0542°. The shallow water site showed an average bottom slope of 0.0176 0 • 

The bathymetry varies only slightly (i. e., all bottom slopes « 1 0) with 

range. 

The SSP's varied each day from site to site but one can assume along a 

propagation path little change is experienced in SSP (based upon an average 

of the upper 20 m of all profiles). It is clear that the GEMINI test site area is 

approximately range-independent. 
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Bathymetry Profiles for the GEMINI Etper'ment 

Range (m) 

Figure 9: Bathymetry profiles for the three sites 
visited on 8-12 September 1985. 
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D. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE) FOR EVALUATING 
SHALLOW WATER TL PREDICTIONS 

The figure of merit (FOM) approach to estimating detection range in 

deep water has a clear and useful interpretation and has been widely 

accepted and long used by the Navy ASW community. As Figure 10 shows, 

an FOM results in a direct path detection range and the range to one or more 

convergence zones. There is little or no ambiguity in identifying these 

detection ranges because fluctuations in the TL curve generally occur in the 

"shadow zone" between the direct path and CZ due to bottom interactions at 

TL levels well below realistic FOMs. For an FOM of 70 dB the direct path 

detection range is approximately 15 km and only 1st CZ detections are 

permitted (Figure lOa), 

In shallow water large fluctuations in TL cunres are routinely 

observed due to frequent, often periodic, interactions 'With the sea floor. 

Fluctuations of 10-15 dB, such as experienced in the GEMINI data analyzed 

in this thesis, occur throughout the typical direct path detection interval 

causing significant problems in the application of deep water FOM concepts 

to estimate detection range. This is illustrated in Figure lOb which shows, for 

an FOM of65 dB and TLfluctuations on the order of 10 dB to 15 dB, that no 

clear cut direct path detection range is obvious. Many intersections of the 

FOM line occur due to the influence of the many multipaths or normal modes 

interacting with the bottom, sub-bottom, and ocean surface. The modal or 

interference pattern can be shifted in range or amplitude due to small 
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Figure 10: Use of the figure of merit (FO:\I) for detet'tion range 
estimation in (a) deep and (b) shallow water. 

rheJngcs in t.he sound speed profile, bottom geoacoust.ir propE'J'ties and sourcE' 

and rec{'iyer positIOn 

TherC'fore, some MOE is llE'eapd in the shallow water rasC' to dC'tprminp 

how "w{'H" or "poorl~'" a modcl pstlmate ofT1. compares with measured dRta 

An AS\\' approach, r(lther thRn a ba",ic TL modpling rpsPRrch approach. is 

adopted III this tll('sis duC' to the thesis oi)jprtiyE's. For shallow water 

situations wC' propose that the detertion range hp detprmined by the rpYE'rse 

of the deep water procedure. That is, imagine the FOI\T line is drawn from 

right (long rangp) to ipft (short rangC') on FI!!;1He 10 and label thp first or 

long!'st rungC' at v,-hich t.he '1'1. and FOI\r line intersect (IS the "initial 

dpteetion rang-C'." Procecding b.rthpr to thp jpft (towards sho1'/('l' ranges) on 

the FO\1Iiuc. onC' may Pl1rount('r a range interval, wlueh can uC'largE' 

compared to thp initial ddedion rangC'. during ",chich thc sib'1lal fadC's in and 

out. For a slow spced RO\V diesri in shallov.- water and a slow spC'cd ASW 

platform closing upon C'ach other. transitioning through thC' fack w'riods can 
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IiI"'t a long time (upwards to 30 min or longer). For a submarine in an 

approa(:h and a\.tack phase or it 1'-:3 in the localization and kill phase of an 

A...SW threat a ,'30 min period of repeaterlloss and regain of (:ontae·t iei 

una(:u'pt.able Ill) less the l'L fll1C'tuatlOns (:an be estimated accurately to giw' 

the eiimple message "jll::;t keep dosing the target/receiver range." Thus. it lS 

desired that for shallow water operationei the TL model pre-diet bot.h the 

"imtial dete(:tion range amj fa.de interval" (see Figure 10) a.nd estimate the 

"constant holding detection range" inside which of there are no morp signal 

fades 

Smce the ob)l'diye of this thesis is only to asse.ss tIll' performance of 

spyeral widel\" used TL models to SHlllllate the TL measured III the GE~nl\""T 

experiment and lts range independent geoacoustlc environment. the FO~l 

approach to detection range estimation III shallow water described above ',\iJl 

be used only to g-lud(' the selection ofT\10Es for model TL estimates For this 

purpose the followmg two ~fOEs are adopted in this thesis 

MOE £.!!!:pose 

2. TL fluetuations 

TL Accurate estimates 
are nect'ssary to eshmat.e rang!' 
jntprvals as illustrated in Figure 10 

Once the range averaged TL has been 
estimated accurately bv a TL model. an 
accurate estimation of the TL fluctuatlOns 
about. this average will allow ass('.,;sment of 

fade and holding periQ(i" illustrated in 
10. 

A TL model is not. pX{)ccterl. to exactly ret race the obsl'I"\"ed or measured 

propagation loss wilhout error to be considered as excellent. perform(lncc 
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However, the TL model is expected to agree with the observed TL when both 

are range averaged (eyeball averages are used in this thesis). As a secondary 

characteristic, the number and magnitude ofTL fluctuations are expected to 

be modeled accurately. For example, if the measuTf'd data demonst.rate 12 

TL peaks (and nulls) over a given range interval that average 11dB (peak to 

null) in magnitude and the model estimates 25 TL peaks (and nulls) of 4 dB 

a,"erage peak to null magnitude, then the TL fluctuations are considered to 

be poorly modeled e,"en though the range averaged TL may be modeled 

accurately. IIthcre arc approximately the same number of peaks with the 

same average peak to null magnitude in both model and observed data sets, 

but the fluctuations occur at slightly different ranges, then the TL model is 

still assessed to perlorm well for the purposes of this thesis 
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III. STL\J,LOWWATER TL CHARACTERISTICS IX A RANGE 
INDEPE:r-.-DEXT EXVIRONMENT USING PRO.J ECT GEM1NI 

TL DATA A?'ID ACOUSTIC MODEL ESTIl\L\TES 

In deep water the a\·erage value of'1'L at low frequencies and range:, 

less than 5 km can be approximated b~· spherical spreading- to nmgec: of a few 

kilometers followed by cylindrical spreading thereai"tf'r. A.~.'-uming a range of 

2 km for the transition from spherical to cylindrical spreading for purpoc:es of 

illustration. deep water. short range TL is plotted on FigUff' l1a. Some 

characteristic-s ofTL at 140 Hz in the shallow watN GEI\HNI area are also 

illust.ratf'd hy Figure lla. First. the initial spreading loss ill shallow water 1S 

much less than It is in depp water and overall propagation is far better at. 

short nmgp" amllow frequencies than it i.'- in deep wat.er. Second. although 

bot.lom attenuation is greater in shallow water than in deep w·at.er. the 

aVf'rage TL mcrease with range 1S only slight.ly greater than eylindl1cal 

spreading resulting in better overall propagation at low frequellciE's in the 

GEMINI area out. to 5 km than could be pxpect.ed in a typic-al df'Pp water 

E'm'1ronment. Third, the TL fluct.uations with range can bE' 10 dB to 20 dB 

and occ-ur at ver~' short range int.ervals (E'_g .. 300 m) while deep water 

fluctuations at c:hort ranges are t!"pically very :,imall 

The impact of the above' thrpe contrasting characteristH:s of shallow anrl 

deep wat.E'r TL can be illust.ratpd in Figurf' lla b~· discussing the impact 011 

detection of a quiet dipsel submanne at short. ranges_ Assuming an FOI\1 of 

55 dB. in det'p Wilt.er one could expect a direct path detection range of about 

700 m (0.7 km) with no fUrTher detectlOn opportunities thef('i1fter unless an 

unusually strong convergenr:e zone was present near GO km in rangC'. In 
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sh<lllow water the ."ituation is significantly different. \Iultlple dC'tectioll 

opportuniTies arc prf'spnt to ,'i km (the limit ofrrlC'asurC'd GEl\·iL\lI data) and 

proh<lhly beyond, but thp n~ry lal'g-p TL fluctuation.", due to normal mode 

intprferf'm;e VirjlJ cause Vf'ry short holding periods interspcrsC'd among- total 

farlp periods at "normal mode nulJs." From FIgure lla an FOl1 of 55 dD 

would imply COllstant holrling only for ranges less than approximately 750 m 

(0_7.') km). but over 15 ,;hort holding ppriorls between 0_7:3 km and 4.2 km 

For a tactical approach with a clo.~ingl'allge ra/.!: ofG knot,;. these 1F:i holdingi 

fade pC'riod.'- occur within 20 minute.'>_ To say th<lt t.lllS will causC' havoc in 

oLtaining a firing control solUTion is a dr<lmatic unrler"tatement, because 

sonar op('J'ator.'> on hoard mo"t c.Ulface and ,.;ubmarine platforms reqllire 

much longer holding time~ to olnain targ('t range, course, and speed 

eStimates lhat are accunHe enough to permit w(:'apon launch_ It c.eem.~ 

ob\'ious that new t.acticc. will I1Ppd 10 be rif'vPloped to exploit shallow waleI' TL 

characteristic,,_ For example, remaimng within th(' rang(' hin of a "norm .. l 

mode TL peak" for an extendC'd period (several minutes) of time may bc 

desimble to prO'l:ide sonar operators enough time to provide accurate targf't 

range, cour"e, .-md spred ('stimalcs .• >\lthough lhc oLjcchycs Oflhis thesis are 

not rlirectly r('lated to shallow water ta~tl~S, it j~ emph<lc.ized that it is 

extremeh' lmporlanl [0 morlel the TL flu~tuation.'> in ~h .. Jlow w<'Iter_ as shovi'll 

in Figure 11 a, in orrler to provide useful input to Navy shallow water tactical 

den~lopm('nt. The deep water wn~ept of 50°'0 probability of detection range is 

not ust'ful in ~hal1oVi" water areas like the GE\1JNJ pxercise area 

To measure the impact of bottom reflpctiOllioss and sub-bottom 

refra~tion loss in the GEMJ:'\J dala. a '1'L curve for an l",osppec\. perft'cll~ 



reflecting bottom at 140 Hz for the Rubano site (30 m depth) is shown on 

Figure l1a as an optimistic upper bound for TL. The difference between this 

curve and the observed GEMINI TL curve shows that indeed a significant 

bottom loss component is present and must be adequately represented in any 

predictive mo del. 

The preceding discussion has shown that propagation in shallow water 

is highJy variable at low frequencies and, compared to deep water TL, is a 

balance between reduced spreading loss and increased bottom/sub-bottom 

losses. The rem:linder of this section investigates data and model estimates 

at three shallow water sites that are separated by approximately 12 nm. Jt 

was hoped that the Hamilton geoacoustic model, developed for the Rubano 

site, could be successfully used at the other two sites since the GK\lINI area 

was selected based on its apparent geoacoustically benign (range 

independent) character. In fact , it was hoped that LFBL could be used to 

accurately model the GEMINI TL data. However. based on this analysis the 

TL data was found to be very sensitive to t.he Hamilton geoacoustic 

parameters at each site and a major conclusion of this thesis is that site 

specific Hamilton geoacoustic models are needed for sites as close as 12 km 

from one another, even in a benign , nearly range independent geoacoustic 

environment. A follow on study (Null, 1994) is addressing the resultant 

improvements in TL modeling when site specific geoacoustic models are 

developed for t.he three GEMINI sites and the lise of inversion theory when 

detailed geoacoustic information is not available about the shallow water 

area of interest. 
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Fig-un~ lIb shows that thp 1'L at 50 Hz exhibit:; kss fluctuation than at 

]40 Hz CFigurp 11 a) becausf' ff'wer normal modes are pre:;('llt to contribute to 

thf' intprff'rf'nn' pattern at GO Hz, The overall ratC' ofloss is slightly grf'atf'r 

at 50 Hz than 110 Hz. The isospf'ed, hard bottom wave gm(\e l'xhibit." no 

modal interferencC' patterns as at UO Hz becausf' the 50 Hz IS well bf'low the 

cut ofT frequency thin can f'fficiently propagate in the :1O m channf'l. 

Acoustic prl'S.Sllre data were collected al the Threl:' GE1.fL\II sitC's from H

U SC'ptembl'r 1985 as prf'\"iously djscussed. TIw measLired TL data werl' 

comparf'd to the acoustic model estimatps for f'ach individual -"lte \isited. The 

Rubano sitp was \isited OIl 8 and 9 SeptemhC'r. The deep water site (dC'ep 

relatiVE' \.0 the RubaIlo and shallow waiN sites) was \isited on 10 and 12 

Septemhf'r and t.he shallow water site was visited on 11 Spptf'mher 

Thp pressure field at the Rubano SltC' was measured at ver~' :;hort 

ranges from thC' sourcC' n"12 m) and found to approximate spherical 

sprC'ading, on the average, at these short ranges, Using this spherical 

sprC'ading a.~sumption. a preSc-urt' magnitudC' 0[(3.2G5·1 Ill'a) was 

detprmined at I ill and this \'alup was used at all three sites. Se\'eral 

measured values <41 differpnt (but nearby) ranl;es ",-ere used to insure that a 

normal mode null or peak did not b13.'; the sourre levC'l C'stimatC'. If the levf'l 

W:-IS changed inadvertf'nt.Jy during the experimenT, t.hl:'re would be a bias 

between thf' measurpd TL data and model estimatC's. Since no oLviou.s bias 

\vas Sf'f'n in thp modC'l/d<'lt,a comtJansons. tlus permittC'd the suurce h'vf'l 

calculakd at th ... Rubano siTe to be used at the other sites as well. 

In the analYSIS that follows tIl(' TL range fluctuatioIls due to modal 

inteJference for each site are aho ,Jjscussf'd. Thf' \\'HOT lllVer>i(' technique TL 
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results (Frisk et al., ]99]) are also presented but the exceptionally good 

results they obtained were partially a result of moving the measured TL data 

vertically and "aligning" the TL data ,,,,ith horizontal range shifts to obtain a 

"best fit." Since this analy,;is is focu,;ed on asse,;sing variou,; TL models for 

accuracy, absolutely no shifting of the data up or do\'m, left or right was 

pennitted. In the Navy's use ofTL models for sonar performance prediction, 

the model must estimate TL without prior knowledge of how to "shift" the TL 

estimate. The focus of the discussion will be on assessing the capability of 

each TL model to estimate the average TL and the TL fluctuations in shallow 

water at 50 and 140 Hz. The frequency dependence and the receiver depth 

dependence "-ill be examined for each site individually. For those sites which 

were visited on two days (i.e., the Rubano and deep sites) the inili\idual 

measured data TL curves for both days are compared. 

A. THE RUBANO SITE 

The TL measured on 8 and 9 September 1985 was for both a shallow 

source (8 September) and a deep source (9 September). The TL data were 

measured at 50 Hz and 140 Hz using a mid depth receiver (15 m) and a deep, 

near-bottom receiver (29 m). Table 5 shows the experimental parameters for 

the experiment conducted at the Rubano site. Due to the difference in source 

depth, it is not possible to intercompare the results obtained on these two 

days. 
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TABLE 5: MEASURED DATA BASE AT RUBANO SITE 

Date SSP 

Ss."pt.S5 ~hxedl ... wrontlredC"jJth 

("e~Figurofl) 

9 Sept.S5 Surfaremixcd laycr (O-5m) 

n~g"t;v .. profile(5·lOmJ' 

mixcdlayer(IO.:JOm) 

(seeFi ur~6 

Frequency Source Receiver Water 
(Hz) depth (m) depth (m) depth (m) 

Figures 11-25 show a comparison of measured TL data with the TL 

model estimates for the GE:MINI data collected on 8 and 9 September, 1985. 

The individual acoustic models are indicated for each figure as well as the 

individual parameters of each model run. Table 6 gives a brief summary of 

results. 

TABLE 6: SUMMARY OF TL RESULTS AT THE RUBANO SITE 

Frequency Dependence 
ofTL Data: 
50 Hz vs. 140 Hz 

Receiver Depth 
Dependence orTL Data: 
15 m vs. 29 m 

Model Data Comparison 

in g~"er .. l. TLsho\\".littL,fre-quencydependeoC<l 

h.cge (up \0 30 dB) TL fluctu~tions at l~O liz du~ to normal moo~ 

int",f~,~nC<' ~lQN! normal mode. rontrihut~d at 140 Hz 

much sm..lJ", TI, fluotuotion;; ot W Hz dw to f..,.,,,, ;nt"rf~ring Dorm"l 

large TL fluctuation.< at 50 Hz ror shallow reociver (both dee]] and 

sh.Uow.ouroe) 

relatively small TL fluctuailons at 30 lIz for d_p r~""iv~c (both deep 

S!'>lAP by far the most &""",.,t/" In ~ ... tJm~tjn" TLand TL fluetU"t,oD.' 
~·i:P.~ estllnllte. oITLfluctUAtjonS At 50 Hz poor, good.! HO H. 

Pi: estimo.t.c~ ofTL fluctu.tlUn. oor ot alJ fre u<'ocics 
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1. Frequency Dependence: Shallow Source, Deep Receiver 

Figures lla and lIb show the measured 1'L data along with the 

model TL estimates for 140 Hz and 50 H7. on 8 September. For a source depth 

of 9 m, a large surface decoupling loss was expected at 50 Hz (30 m acoustic 

wavelength). However, examining both data sets for TL frequency 

dependence, it is clear that there is only slightly less loss at 140 Hz inside of 

3000 m. The reason that no Hurface decoupling loss is observed is not known. 

but. may be due to the very shallow depth. Surface decoupling loss is observed 

at 50 Hz at the deep site as will be discussed in the next section 

There arc more TL fluctuations at 140 Hz due to more propagating 

normal modes . The TL fluctuations are not modeled well by PEILFBL as 

shown in Fibrures 123 and 12b. At 50 Hz, FEPE shows virt.uallY!!Q TL 

fluctuations (Figure 13b) and 3 possible explanation for this poor 

performance is the shallow water depth (measured in acoustic wavelengths) 

at 50 H7.. FEPE may break down as the water depth becomes shallower than 

one acoustic wavclenb'th. A range step of 'AJ6 and a depth step of 'AJ30 were 

used as FEPE inputs. At. 140 Hz the FEPE model estimate ofTL fluctuations 

(Figure 13a) correctly shows the approximate number of peaks, but the peaks 

are out of phase with the TL data. More importantly, FEPE shows 4 dB to 7 

dB more loss, on the average, than the measured 1'L data and the reason for 

this is unknown . Figures l1a and 14b show the GEMJNI 1'1, data and SNAP 

1'1, model estimates at 140 Hz and 50 Hz on 8 September. SNAP model1'L 

estimates show excellent agreement at 140 Hz and good agreement at. 50 Hz . 

The SNAP estimates of TL fluctuations a t 140 Hz show excellent agreement 
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but at 50 Hz "how aJlPfoJ(imatel~' 5 dB lpss loss at TL peah and the ft'a:,;on 

fOf tIllS difference is unknown 

2_ Prequenc;\," Dependence: Shallow Souree, Shallow Receiver 

Figurps J;"j, Hi. and 1 7 .show T1. for thl:' mid-dt'pth re'cpiver and C>l1l 

he compared to Figurps 12. 1 ~~, and 14 WhICh show '1'L for the depp receiver 

AT tht'se frequencips the ffipasured data arp remarkably similar in average' 

TL conslde'ring Ih(' ver:". large fluctuations. Gpnerally. the '1'1. data shown 1Il 

Fir,,'ures 11 through 17 ha\'e TL value" between 55 dB and GEi dB at a range of 

2.5 kill and GO dB to 70 dB at.) kill. The 1'1, range .slope beyond 2.5 km seems 

to be approximatp]y 4 dn to .) rIR per doubling of the range, or shghtl;.' 

J,,'l-eater than cyhndncal spreading. lJowen~r, It IS emphasized a~ffin that th(' 

lOlttal sprpading loss in tn)ical de('p water pll\rironmen!s is gTeater than that 

in thc CK\lINT dat.a, and thus. GEl\llKI TL at;) kill shov .. 's belter 

propagation than the tnlieal dpp]) water case in spitP of the increased bottom 

loss. The TL fluctuation.;; >lrf' modpled weU In' S:'\AP but arp not modekd weU 

by FEPE or PE (Flg-urPS 15 through 171. As bdore, the FEPE TL estim>ltes at 

50 Hz show httle TL fluctuations and are clearly lOCOOSI;:;tt'n! 'with measured 

TL flUCl1.13tlOOS in the data. 

3. Frequency Dependence: Deep Source, Deep Receiver 

.\:Jeasurcd and model TL comparisons when both source and 

rt'CC1Ver were located npar the bottom are shown in Figurl's 1H. 19, >lnd 20 

The >lveragp TL is approximaTely:j dB bptter for the dcejl source t.han for tht' 

shallow source TL data dis{:u<,sed in thc previous two sections and is 

probably due to decreased surface decoupling loss at th(' dN'P souret' depth 

Littlf' fn>queucy dep('ndence i.'< noted when ('xamining the :1ypragt' TL for thp 
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d;:>;:>p ."ouree, but the 1'1, fluctuations arC' ;ngnwcantly different. Th;:> TL 

fluctuations at 140 Hz are greater in mab'Jlitude and frequency of occurrence 

than the TL fluctuation." at '>0 Hz. The greater numLer ofinterfi:>ring normal 

mones at 140 Ill. is the cause of this TL fluctuat.ion difference 

The S~AP model shows excellent agrepment in modeling TL 

fluctuations in th;:> GEJ\nJ\;] data (Figure 20a) at 140 Hz. PE and FEPE show 

falT agreement in modeling thp average TL at 140 Hz but. poor agreement in 

modehng the 1'L fluctuations at 140 Hz (Figure lHa ann 19a). FEPE ann 

S~AP show Jess loss at 50 Hz than the TL data (Figures 19b and 20b) and 

PE show.'" greater loss than the TL data (Fih'l.lI{' Hlb). FEPE again shows a 

flat. 1'L eUI\'C WIth range that is not eharacterIstlc of the data. The reason for 

the relatJvply poor model performance at. 50 Hz at this site for the deep 

source and receIver is not known bllt could be H'r}, sensitIve to nl'al' bottom 

sediment. gcoacoustlc model prrors 

4. Fre<luency Dependence: Deep Source, Shallow Ueceiver 

FIg-IIres 21.22, and 23 show a comparison of measured and model 

TL data on 9 Septemhl'l' when the reCCl\'er was at. mid-depth. Average 1'L 

levels Wf'Ie similar at both frequencies 'wlth the 50 Hz TL levels being 1 dB to 

2 dB better than the HO Hz 1'L Jp\'els 011 the :l\'el'flge. The o\'erallTL levels 

were similar to the shallow source If'\'els shown in Figures 12 through 1 i, but 

were not as good as the average TL levels shown in Figures 18 through 20 

The S::-..rAP estimates jlro\'ide good agreement III both TL and TL fluctuRtions 

at. both 50 Hz and 140 Hz (Figures 23a and nh)_ FEPE shows good 

ar,,'Teement with the TL data at 140 Hz ann shows poor ag-rC'ement v.ith TL 

fluctu:ltions in the data (Figure 22a anrl22b) at 50 Hz. 1'E shows more loss 
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than the data at 50 Hz (Figure 21b) and less loss than the data at 140 Hz 

(Figure 21a). 

5. WHO! Narrow-band Modal Inversion Technique 

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute utilized a narrow-band 

perturbation theory inversion technique to generate changes to the initial 

geoacoustic model and to estimate the TL fluctuations along the acoustic 

path based on the revised geoacoustic model for the GEMINI area (Frisk et 

al., 1990). Figures 24 and 25 show measured TL data compared with SNAP 

model TL estimates using the geoacoustic model generated by the WHOI 

inversion technique (Rajan, 1987). The figures are only given for the 

experiment conducted on 9 September 1985 at the Rubano site. The SNAP 

model at 140 Hz (Figure 24a) using the WHOI geoacoustic model generated 

by the inversion technique estimates lower TL than the data by 3-5 dB. 

SNAP, using the initial Hamilton geoacoustic model, accurately predicts the 

TL. Over the 5000 m transmission path the SNAP model (WHO! technique) 

predicts 23 TL peaks while the SNAP model (initial Hamilton model) 

predicted 20 peaks (the same number ofTL peaks shown by the data). At 50 

Hz (FIgure 24b) the SNAP model (WHOI geoacoustic model) estimates are 2-

3 dB less than the measured TL data, on the average. The SNAP (initial 

Hamilton geoacoustic model) shows 3-5 dB less loss than the measured TL 

data. The TL fluctuations for the measured TL data are modeled reasonably 

well by SNAP with the Hamilton geoacoustic model at 140 Hz and poorly at 

50 Hz. The TL fluctuations are also modeled poorly by SNAP ·with the \\-'HOI 

geoacoustic model derived from the WHO! inversion technique. 
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In Figure 25a, both SNAP estimat.es for average '1'L show very 

good agreement with the measured 1'L dat.a, Over the 5000 m transmission 

path, of the 18 peaks present in the measured data, SNAP (\¥HOI 

geoacoustic model) predicts 23 peaks while SNAP (Hamilton geoaroustic 

model) predicts 21 peaks, Both SNAP models show fair agreement in their 

predictions ofTL peaks in the measured TL data, 

At 50 Hz (Figure 25h), SNAP (WHOI geoacoustic model) predicted 

average TL 3·5 dB greater (more loss) than the measured '1'L data. SNAP 

(HamiHon geoacoustic model) predicted 3·5 dB Jess loss, on the average, than 

the measured '1'L data. SNAP (\VHOI geoacoustic model) predicted 13 of the 

11 TL peaks present in the data while SNAP (Hamilton model) predicted 15 

peaks. Both SNAP models show onl y fair agreement in their predictions of 

the measured '1'L modal fluctuations . SNAP (with the Hamilton geoacoustic 

model) performed equalJy as well as SNAP \\'ith the WI·IOT geoacoustic 

model when considering TL and TL fluctuations. Thus , if one is not allowed 

to shift the data or model estimates up or do\\'Il, left or right, the WHOI 

inversion technique does not seem to improve performance with the SNAP 

model as it interferes with the Hamilt.on geoacoustic model currently 

The WHOI inversion t€chnique (Frisk et aI. , 1990) showed much better 

results in their paper than presented above in Figures 24 and 25 not. only 

because of shifting model TL estimates up/do\\'Il or leftlright but because the 

SNAP linear interpolation hetween di&:rete sub-bottom geoacoustic layers in 

the Hamilton model was changed to a "stairstep" model with no 

interpolation. In other words, the S1\"AP model was changed by WEOI so t.hat 

geoacoustic parameters wit.hin each layer of the sub-hottom are constant. 
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Also, \\'H(Jl obtained excellent H'sults b.\- using SAFARI instpwl of S;,\Aj' 

(R<lj<ln, private corrp!:;pondence. 199·1) 

Sincp the objectl\-e oftl11s analy!:;is i!:; to evaluate S_'\-AP and other 

models as they exist. no attempt wa.<, made to chang-e any modpl, The major 

weakness in changing model parameters (i.e., tllP model estiowte leveL till' 

sIllft in range, and The S:\'AP g"eoacousti(: model interllolation) at one timp, is 

that it is verv difficult to quantify the impact of each parameter separateh-. It 

is hIghly ft'commendcd in future rese<lt"ch on shallow W<ltcr '['L that l1w 

!:;ource If'vels remain constant to elimmatt' the llcc('ssit~, of shifting S;,\.'\1' TL 

model estimates in level. before adjUSTing the S.'\AP geow:oustir sub-hot tom 

interpolatlOn tedmique 

B. THE DEEP WATER SITE 

D3ta W('rt' measured at thl' dl'ep water site on 10 and 12 September 

Tllf' pxperimental framework remained tllf' S<lme a.<-' that us('d for th" Hub<lno 

siTe. Thc source depth was·1() m on 10 S"ptember and 9 III on 12 Septelllber 

The !{ubano site geoacoustic characten,.;ljcs discu!:;sed previousl~ III 

Section II n were used as modpl inputs at. I.h(' del'p sHe. Use of the S<lllle 

HamIlton geoacoustic Illodd was hopcd to be po",sible beeausc the two ",itcs 

were only 12 nm <lpart III (l shallow water reg10nIJn'\-iously identified by 

I\fatthL'ws ct a1. (1985) to be range indppendent or "geoacoustic>llly benirm " 

However, it now h3s bpen ddermined (Null, 1994) that t.h(' g('o>lcoustic 

conditions were only superficiall~' l'<lllge independent and the TL re,;ults from 

the deep and shallow si((',; ckarly show thE' need to calculate H>lmilton 

geo<lcoustIc lJOttom parameters at least ('very 10 nm. Thi.s is not >I welcomed 

consideration for the I\"av\"s need to est>lblish (l useful global geo<lcoustic 



shallow water data base from which accurate TL model estimates can be 

made but it appears to be a requirement. This conclusion is analogous to t.he 

requirement for higb resolution horizontal sampling of sound speed profiles 

across an oceanographic front. The 'L'L results from Null's study 

demonstrates that Hamilton geoacoustic models can not be used at other 

close by locations \\1.thout a thorough analysis at the new site, even for 

distances as small as 12 nm in seemingly benign geoacoustic environments. 

Despit.e this new finding, the Hamilton geoacoustic model, as derived for the 

Rubano site, was used as model input for the deep water site as no additional 

geoacoustic data are available . Table 7 lists experimental parameters for the 

deep site 

1. Frequency Dependence: Deep and Shallow Soun~e 

Figures 26 through :"II compare t.he measured and modeled TL 

plots for the deep source (10 September) for both 140 Hz 3nrl50 Hz rum; 

Figures 32 through 37 show similar plots except for the shallow source (12 

Sept.ember). These comparisons show that. there is a much greater (3 dB to 7 

dB) 'l'L loss, on the average, at 50 Hz than at 110 Hz for the shallow (9 m) 

source (Figures 32 through 37). This increased loss is most likely due to 

surface decoupling (image interference) related to the shallow source . At 50 

Hz the acoustic wavelength is approximately 30 m and the 9 III source is well 

within one acoustic wavelength of the surface. The deep source/deep receiver 

l'L plots in Figures 26 through 28 also show significantly more loss at 50 Hz 

than at 140 Hz. However, the 50 Hz measured data for the deep source and 

receiver are only available out t.o a range of2 km and this lack ofdata is 
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TA.HI,F, 7: MEASURED DATA BASE AT THE DEEP SlTE. 

Date 

10 "~p., S5 

SSP 

M" .. dl"Frfc"''''Ul'fa, 

1~ m ""Ib ,,,·~"t,,( SS['1, 

I Frequency Soun'e 
(Hz) d<"pth (m) 

I 

Receiver 
depth (m) 

W<lter 
depth (m) 

most likely due to the data heing lost. during the actual experiment or 

possihl~' lost during the initial treatment of the data. As a rC'sult. tht> data 

m<'l~'ilf' of'POOl' Quality. 

Thp TL model/data comparison at 50 Hz for the deep .'"-ource 

(Flg-tlres 2Gh. 27h, 28b, 29b, 30b, and 3lb) show::; poor ag-rl'eml:'nt far all 

models at hath receiver depths. The models all Jlf'rform hettN at. 140 lIz for 

thl:' deep source and both mid-column and deep I'ecci\'er" (Flgures 26<'1, 27a, 

21';a. 29a, ;~Oa, and 31a). The fact that all the 50 Hz marlf'i estimates show 

less loss than the mea"urerl dat.a indicates that the geoacDustic model 

developed at the Rubano site is overly optimistic in portraying the bottom 

loss experienced at thc- dec-p site. When the improved geoacoustic model 

developed by Null (I 994) is used, some slight improvement is noted at 50 Hz 

at the deep site fol' FEPE (compare Figures 38b and 30b) and SNAP 

(compare Figures 38b and :3lb). Much more improvement in TL model 

accuracy was ohserved at the- shallow "ite discussed in the next section when 

th(, improved Null geoacoustic model was used. Thl:' reason why thf' models 
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do not estimate the deep nulls at 50 Hz (Figures 30b, 31b, and 38b) is 

unknown at this time. 

Figures 32-37 show the measured TL data for the shallow source 

compared ·with the model estimates for both receiver depths and both 

frequencies (see Table 7). Again the poor agreement between the TL models 

and data at 50 Hz suggests the need for a site specific geoacoustic model. At 

110 Hz the TL models show only a slight improvement in estimating average 

TL and TL fluctuations . One is lead to believe this discrepancy is related to 

imperfect knowledge of the bottom loss parameters as the geoacoustic model 

derived for con(litions at the Rubano site produced accurate 'l'L re!'mlts 

(especially SNAP) at both frequencies at the Rubano site. That this is the 

case may be proved by examining Figure 39b taken from Null (1994) which 

shows much improved TL at 50 Hz for the shallow source when the deep site

specific Hamilton geoacoustic model is used 

The TL data for t.he shallow receiver (deep and shallow source) at 

50 Hz (Figures 29b, 30b, 31b, 35b, 36b, and 37b) show very large TL 

fluctuations. For example, Figure 3Ib shows the fluctuations at 50 Hz to be 

> 20 dB. These fluctuations are due possibly to interfering normal modes in 

the deeper water (62 m) at this sit.e. The TL fluctuations at 50 Hz also were 

very wide (> 1000 m) in range. The 110 Hz run (Figure 31 a) also showed 

large (> 20 dB) TL fluct.uations ·with, as expected, more interfering normal 

modes than in the 50 Hz case. Differences in the 50 Hz and 140 Hz average 

'T'1, was difficult to estimate due to the very large TL iluctuations. In general , 

t.he mouels did poorly in estimating the large 50 Hz TL fluctuations for the 

mid-column receiver even "'-lth the improved geoacoustic model (Null, 1991). 
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2. Receiver Depth Dependence: Deep and Shallow Source 

Figures 26 through 37 show measured TL curves for both the deep 

and shallow receiver depths for both frequencies and source depths (see 

Table 7). Little or no difference is noted in the measured data for a shallow 

(Figures 29a and 35a) or deep (Figures 26a and 32a) receiver at 140 Hz. 

Little or no difference in TL is also observed at 50 Hz (Figures 26b, 29b, 32b, 

and 35b) at either receiver depth. This lack of receiver depth dependence is 

also reflected in the TL model estimates. Comparing TL model estimates for 

both receiver depths (compare Figures 26 and 29, 27 and 30,28 and 31,32 

and 35, 33 and 36, 34 and 37) shows no evidence ofreceiver depth 

dependence in the models. 

3. Summary of Results for the Deep "Tater Site 

The poor agreement between the TL models and data at 50 Hz 

suggests the need for a site specific geoacoustic model This is also true at 

140 Hz where the TL models show only a slight improvement in estimating 

average TL and TL fluctuations. Source decoupling loss was evident at 50 Hz 

for the shallow source (9 m) and this decoupling was most likely due to the 

fact that at 50 Hz the acoustic wavelength was approximately 30 m and the 9 

m source was well within one acoustic wavelength of the surface. 

The lack of a site-specific geoacoustic model at the deep water site 

is likely the principle cause of the inaccuracy in estimating TL. When the 

improved geoacoustic model developed by Null (1994) was used, slight 

improvement was noted at 50 Hz at the deep site for FEPE and SNAP and a 

significant improvement was noted at 50 Hz for the shallow receiver for both 

deep and shallow source depths. 
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The geoacoustic model derived for conditions at the Rubano site produced 

accurat.e 'l'L results (especially SNAP) at both frequen!:ies at the Rubano site 

However, its use at the deep site resuJted in inaccurate TL estimates at 50 

Hz in both average TL and TL fluctuations and also at 140 Hz to a lesser 

ext.ent. 

The Hamilton geoacoustic model may not be the only factor 

causing the inaccuracy in the models. The models performed much better in 

predicting TL at the Rubano sit.e when the sit.e-specific geoacoustic model 

was used along with isothermal water conditions. The SSP at the Rubano 

site showed isoth ermal wat.er conditions (Figure 6) on 8 September and 

nearly isothermal conditions on 9 September (Figure 6). The SSP for 10 and 

12 September (Figure 7) were completely dilJerent because both days showed 

a mixed layer from the surface to approximately 42 m in depth with negative 

SSP to the bottom. The SSP was incorporated into the geoacoustic model and 

t.he affect of th e variability of the SSP is evident in t.he model results . The 

extent to which either the SSP and the geoacoustic model affects the 

propagation path is uncertain. The SSP was most. likely range-dependent but 

the analysis was conducted using one profile. det.ermined at one location. and 

applied to the entire water column 

C. THE SHALLOW WATER SITE 

The shallow water site, so called because of it's 21 m water depth, was 

visited on 11 September. The soun::e depth for tbis experiment was 9 m and 

the receiver depths were 20 m ;md 16 m . Figures 40 through 15 show 

measured TL plots along with the individual model estimates. There is less 

loss (- 3 dB to 7 dB), on the average. at 140 Hz than at 50 Hz be!:ause the 
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water depth is much less than one acoustic wavelength at 50 Hz (- 30 m). 

Thus, propagation at 50 Hz is effectively "cut of!" (i.e., no propagating normal 

modes) by the shallow water wave guide. 

The SNAP and PE models show good agreement in estimating the 

average TL, at both frequencies, but show only fair agreement in modeling 

the TL fluctuations. The FEPE model estimates were especially poor at 140 

Hz showing 10 dB to 20 dB more loss, beyond 2.5 km. The SNAP plots show 

the best overall agreement with the measured average TL and TL 

fluctuations (Figures 42 and 45). However, at 50 Hz the SNAP curves 

underestimate the measured loss for ranges greater than 2.5 km. An 

improved geoacoustic model is not yet available at the shallow site to 

determine if an inaccurate representation of the bottom interaction is the 

cause of the SNAP modeVdata differences beyond 2.5 km. 

In general, SNAP performs better at this shallow site than at the deep 

site previously discussed, but again the estimates of the TL fluctuations are 

poor. Both the 8 Sept. Rubano site and the shallow site had isothermal water 

conditions (see Figures 6 and 8). Since the shallow site depth is only 9 m 

shallower than the Rubano site and, assuming the bottom sedimentary 

sequences are similar, it is reasonable to assume that the measured TL data 

for both sites should be similar. Thus, SNAP TL estimates are expected to be 

accurate at the shallow site. 

Figures 46 and 47 show a comparison of the TL curves measured at the 

Rubano site on 8 September and at the shallow site on 11 September. It is 

clear from these figures that the average TL levels are similar but the TL 

fluctuations vary considerably between these two sites. The fact that SNAP 
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TL estimates of TL fluctuations are excellent at the Rubano site but poorer at 

the shallow site implies that a site-specific Hamilton geoacoustic model is 

needed at the shallow site to improve SNAP's performance. The poor 

performance ofFEPE at 50 Hz at the Rubano and shallow sites, and 

improved performance at the deep site, implies that there may be something 

fundamentally wrong with FEPE in water depths less than one acoustic 

wavelength. 

Another possibility for FEPE's poor performance at both the Rubano 

and shallow sites at 50 Hz was recently discovered by Null (1994) where his 

preliminary geoacoustic model showed a 5 m sedimentary layer as opposed to 

ali m sedimentary layer as derived at the Rubano site. This appears to 

make an enormous difference in both the SNAP and FEPE TL model 

estimates as shown in Figure 48. If this is the case, it completely reverses the 

poor FEPE performance and good SNAP performance for this shallow water 

site. If this preliminary geoacoustic model proves to be accurate, the major 

issues change to (a) Why does SNAP show so much less TL loss than the data 

at 50 Hz ? and (b) Why don't SNAP and FEPE agree more closely at 50 Hz ? 

D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

When examining frequency dependence at the Rubano site, it was found 

that little difference was noted in the overall transmission loss plots at 50 Hz 

and 140 Hz. More TL fluctuations were present in the measured TL plots at 

140 Hz than at 50 Hz as more normal modes were present at 140 Hz to 

contribute to the interference pattern. Also, little receiver depth dependence 

was noted with the TL being similar for both mid-water column and near 

bottom receivers. 
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The PE model TL estimates were poor at all frequencies and all 

source/receiver depth combinations. It is believed that this is a result of the 

LFBL geoacoustic model which was used to calculate the bottom interaction 

in the PE model. The problem evidently resides in the construction of bottom 

loss in the LFBL pre-processor (Holland, 1992). Holland has proposed a "fix" 

to the problem, consisting of modifying LFBL by using a plane wave model 

for bottom loss. The current concept of a point source-point receiver model of 

bottom loss, employed by LFBL, is believed to be flawed. The implementation 

of the more robust plane wave model will significantly improves PE's poor 

performance at low frequency and in shallow water. 

FEPE showed virtually no TL fluctuations at 50 Hz at the Rubano site. 

At the two shallow water sites the FEPE results were also poor 

demonstrating 10 dB to 20 dB more loss than the measured TL data. This is 

in contrast to the deep water site where much closer agreement between 

FEPE and measured TL occurred. Ko such problem existed at 140 Hz. This 

implies that there may be something fundamentally wrong ",-ith FEPE when 

used in water depths less than one acoustic wavelength. SKAP was by far the 

most accurate in estimating TL and TL fluctuations when the site-specific 

geoacoustic model was used. This was expected since SNAP, being a normal 

mode acoustic propagation model, provides a complete solution to the wave 

equation and not an approximate solution characteristic of both PE and 

FEPE. 

When the Rubano site-specific Hamilton geoacoustic model was used for 

the deep water site, a noticeable difference in model estimates was observed 

(compare Figures 14a and 28a). As at the Rubano site, little frequency and 
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receiver depth dependence were noted. As before, PE performed poorly in 

estimating TL and TL fluctuations at all frequencies. In general, FEPE 

model estimates were worse than for the Rubano site as were the SNAP 

model estimates. This poor agreement between the TL models and the 

measured propagation data at 50 Hz, and to a lesser degree at 140 Hz, 

suggests the need for a site-specific geoacoustic model. Indeed, a slight 

improvement was noted when an improved range-dependent geoacoustic 

model developed by Null (1994) was incorporated. Another possibility for the 

inaccuracy may lie in the variability of the model estimates caused by the 

SSP's for the deep site. At both the Rubano site and the shallow site the 

water conditions were isothermal. This was not the case at the deep site 

where the SSP's showed a mixed layer from the surface to a depth of 

approximately 42 m with a slight negative SSP extending to the bottom. No 

other SSP observations were made at this site to ascertain whether the SSP 

varied along the propagation path. The extent to which the use of a single 

SSP or the non site-specific geoacoustic model affects the model results is 

uncertain. 

A shallow water site was examined where the water depth was 9 m less 

than at the Rubano site and the water conditions were the same (i.e., 

isothermal). The original assumption of using the initial Hamilton 

geoacoustic model, derived for the Rubano site, and extending it to the other 

two sites, was that the entire study area was geoacoustically similar. Making 

this assumption, it was reasonable to assume that the measured TL at the 

Rubano site would resemble that at the shallow site. This appeared to be true 

in terms of average TL but the TL fluctuations at the two sites were found to 
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vary considerably. The measured data showed less loss at 140 Hz than at 50 

Hz because the water depth was much less than one acoustic wavelength at 

50 Hz (~30 m). Propagation at 50 Hz was effectively "cut off." 

As at the Rubano and deep water sites, PE showed poor agreement in 

modeling TL and TL fluctuations at both frequencies. In general, FEPE and 

SNAP performed better at this shallow site than at the deep site previously 

discussed, but estimates of the TL fluctuations were poor. A possible 

explanation is that the sedimentary layer at the shallow water site is 5 m 

instead of the 17 m sedimentary layer used in the Rubano geoacoustic model 

(Null, 1994). Null showed that when using a geoacoustic model with an 

initial sedimentary sequence of 5 m rather than 17 m, FEPE performs well in 

its prediction ofTL and SNAP shows much less loss than the data. 

The assumption that the GEIvDNI area was geoacoustically "benign" or 

range-independent implies that the geoacoustic model developed for the 

Rubano site could be used for the other two sites with confidence. Since the 

models fit the measured data reasonably well for the Rubano site and poorly 

for the deep and shallow sites, it is reasonable to believe that this 

assumption of a range·independent geoacoustic environment was 

inappropriate. A seismic model ofthe sub-bottom layers that "look" flat and 

range·independent may not be acoustically benign as far as the normal mode 

interference patterns are concerned. Future work (Null, 1994) will address 

the derivation of the site-specific Hamilton geoacoustic models for the deep 

and shallow sites already discussed. Initial results indicate small changes in 

the geoacoustic model inputs can result in large changes in the TL estimates 

of SNAP and FEPE. Because the model estimates were far more accurate at 
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the Rubano site where a site specific geoacoustic model existed, it is 

speculated that the relatively poor performance at the deep water site may be 

due to lack of a site specific Hamilton geoacoustic model. In virtually all 

cases, the PE model, utilizing the LFBL database for its geoacoustic model, 

performed poorly in its estimation of average TL values and TL fluctuations. 

The FEPE model was run with a full Hamilton geoacoustic model as input 

and was much more accurate than PE in predicting average TL and TL 

fluctuations. The normal mode model, SNAP, which also used a full 

Hamilton geoacoustic model, was the most accurate in modeling average TL 

and TL fluctuations. A major unanswered question is why SNAP and FEPE 

do not agree well with one another as anticipated from a recent workshop on 

acoustic modeling (Chin-Bing et al., 1992). The answer may be that the 

synthetic geoacoustic data used in the workshop did not contain the steep 

gradients observed in the measured geoacoustic data from GEMINI. 
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(a) 

Rang~ (m) 

(b) 

Figure 11: Plot of GEMINI data versus isospecd model. 
Source depth: 9 m, receiver de}lth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 12: Plot ofGEi:MINI data versus PI!": model. Source 
depth: 9 m, receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a),:iO Hz (h). 
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FigUl"C 13: Plot ofGEM1NI data versus f'EPE modeL 
Source depth: 9 m , receiver deptb: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 14: Plot ofGEAUNI data versus SNAP model. 
Source depth: 9 ill, receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 H:!: (a), 50 H:!: (b). 
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Figure 15: Plot of GEMINI data versus PE model. 
Source depth: 9 m, receive r d e pth: 29 m, wate r depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 16; Plot ofGEMI:\'J data versus FEPE model. 
Source depth: 9 m, receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 17: Plot of GEMINI data ver~us SNAP Illodel. 
Source depth: 9 Ill, receiver depth: 29 Ill, water depth: 30 Ill, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), GO Hz (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 18: Plot ofGKM1Nl data versus PE model. Source 
depth: 9 m . receiver depth: 29 m. water depth: 30 m, frequency: 
HO Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

Range (m) 

(b) 

Figure 19: Plot of GEMINI data versus FEPE model. 
Source depth: 9 m. receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a). 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 20: Plot of GEMINI data versus SI'IiAP model. 
Source dept.h: 9 m, receiver depth: 29 m , water depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a). 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 21: Plot of GEMINI data versus PE model. Source 
dept h: 9 m, receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 m , frequency: 
140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fib'Ure 22: Plot of GEMINI data versus FEPE modeL 
Source depth: 9 tn, receiver depth: 29 m, water depth: 30 ill, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a),:iO Hz (b), 
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Figurc 23: Plot of GEMINI data versus SNAP model. 
Source depth: 9 m, receiver depth: 29 m , wate r depth: 30 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

Figure 24: Plot ofGIi:MlNI data versus SNAP using both 
the WIlOI geoacoustic model and the Hamilton "point" 
geoacollstic model as input. Source depth: 2:~ m, receiver 
depth: 29 m, frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 25: (a) same as Figure 2'1a but for 15 m receiver depth. 
(b) same a s Figure 21b but for 15 m receiver depth. 
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Figure 26: Plot of GEMINI data vprsus PE model. Source 
depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 61 m, water depth: 62 m , 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

(h) 

Figure 27: Plot ofGE"HNf data versus FJi:PE model. 
Source depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 61 m, water depth: 62 m. 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 
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Figure 28: Plot of GEMINI data versus SNAP model. 
Source depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 61 ill, water depth: 62 m , 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

Figure 29: Plot ofGI<-:MINI data versus PE model. 
Source depth: 46 ro, receiver depth: 32 m, water depth: 62 m. 
frelluency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 30: Plot ofGEJ\1INI data versus FEPE model. 
Source depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 32 m, water depth: 62 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(b) 

Figure 31: Plot of GEMINI data versus SNAP model. 
Source depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 32 m , water depth: 62 m. 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 32: Plot ofGEMINT data versus PE model. Source 
depth: 9 m, receiver depth: 61 m. water depth: 62 m , u'eqllcncy: 
140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b), 
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(b) 

Figure :-J3: Plot of GEMINI data versus FEPE model. 
Source depth: 9 m, receiver depth: 61 ill, water depth: 62 Ill, 
ftOequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (h). 
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Figure 34: Plot of GEMINI data versus SNAP model. 
Source depth: 9 m , receiver depth: fiI m, water depth; 62 m, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b), 
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Figure 35: Plot ofGEl" l LNl data ve rsus PE model Source 
depth: 9 m , t"eceiver depth: 32 m, water depth: 62 m , frequency: 
140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

Figure 36: Plot ofGI':MlNI data versus FEPI<"; model. 
Source depth: 9 In, receiver depth: 32 m, water depth: 62 m, 
frequency: 140 H:t\ (a), 50 H~ (b), 
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Figure 37: Plot of GEMINI data versus SNAP model. 
Source deptb: 9 m, receiver depth: a2 m , water depth: 62 00, 
frequency: HO Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 38: Plot of GEMINI data vet'sus SNAP and F'EPE 
using an improved geoacoustic model (Null, 1991). Source 
depth: 46 m, receiver depth: 32 m, £requeue)': 140 Hz (a), 
50 Hz (0). 
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Figure a9: Plot ofGF.MlNl data versus SNAP and YEPE 
using an improved geoacoustic modcl (Null, 1994). Sour·ce 
depth: 9 m , '·ecciver depth: 32 m. f,·equellcy: 140 Hz (a), 
50 Hz (h). 
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Figure 40: Plot of GEM TNT data versus p~ model. Source 
depth: 9 tn, receiver depth: 20 m, water depth: 21t11, 
frequency: 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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PE model. 
fGK\HNI data v:.r~~~:at~l' depth: 21 m, Figure 41: P~~t9°m, receiver d~Pt . 

Source de.~~1i) Hz (a), 50 Hz ( ). ft'cquenc:v. 
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figure 44: Plot of GEMINI data versus FEPE model 
Source depth: 9 m , receiver depth: 16 In, water depth: 21 m. 
frequency; 140 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 45: Plot ofGEMINJ data versus SNAP model. 
Source dept.h: 9 m, receiver depth: 16 m. water depth: 21 m, 
frequency: 140 HI. (a), 50 Hz (b). 
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Figure '!6: Plot of 8 and 11 September measured data. 
Source depth: 9 m, bottom receiver, frequency: 140 Hz (a). 
50 Hz (b). 
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Figur~ 47: Plot of Hand 11 September measured data. 
Source depth: 9 m, shallow receiver, frequene.y: 140 Hz (a), 
50 Hz (b). 
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Figure 48: Plot of GEMINI data versuS! SNAP and FEPE 
using an improved geoacoustic model (Null, 199,1). Source 
depth: 9 m , shallow receiver, frequency: 140 Hz (a), 
50 Hz (b). 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main goal of this thesis was to assess the accuracy of several 

propagation models using average TL and TL fluctuations compared with 

measured data for several shallow water environments. The models 

examined were the Navy standard parabolic equation (PE) model using the 

LFBL geoacoustic model, the finite element parabolic equation model (FEPE) 

and the SACLANTCEN normal mode acoustic propagation model (SNAP). 

Additionally, a comparison of the LFBL geoacoustic model to a Hamilton 

"point" geoacoustic model was conducted. The comparison was performed at 

50 and 140 Hz using data from the Project GEMINI experiment conducted off 

the shores of Corpus Christi, Texas. This area was previously identified by 

Matthews et a1. (1985) to be a range-independent geoacoustically "benign" 

environment. The project consisted affive separate experiments conducted at 

a shallow site (-20 m), a relatively deep water site (-60 m) and a 30 m deep 

site previously studied by Rubano (1980). 

The PE model performed poorly in this geoacoustically "benign" 

environment and it is recommended that it not be used to model TL in 

shallow water. The performance of the FEPE model was better in deeper 

water (deep site) and at the Rubano site than it was at the shallow site. 

SNAP performed the best overall and shows great potential for modeling 

average TL and TL fluctuations in shallow water but only if accurate SSP 

and bottom characteristics are incorporated. It is important to nate that 
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small changes in the geoacoustic model parameters can change the relative 

performance of the SNAP and FEPE outputs significantly. 

The Navy standard PE model, using the OAML approved geoacoustic 

model LFBL, does not model TL accurately in a "benign", range-independent, 

well-surveyed area. Hence, one can not expect it to be able to model TL 

accurately in a complex, range-dependent, unsurveyed shallow water area. 

The development of a normal mode model using a Hamilton geoacoustic 

model as input shows the most promise for improved accuracy in the short 

term. The results of this study provide strong evidence that site-specific 

Hamilton geoacoustic data must be used. Site-specific geoacoustic models are 

clearly needed for sites as close as 12 nm from one another, even in a benign, 

nearly range independent geoacoustic environment. 

New algorithms such as the WHO! inverse technique (Rajan, 1987) 

must be developed to estimate geoacoustic parameters when geoacoustic 

information, normally obtained from seismic sources, are not available about 

the shallow water region ofinterest. Use of the WHO! inverse technique may 

also prove useful in extending Hamilton vertical or point geoacoustic models 

horizontally in range between point measurements. Since performing seismic 

surveys for all the world's shallow water areas is unrealistic. the WHOI 

inversion technique offers great promise in providing good geoacousti.c input 

parameters for modeling shallow water accurately. 
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